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theory were true, 1111 the planets of our system other inventions. The people who pay for use- The Democracy o f  Science. 
should rotate round the sun during one revolu- ful improvements (although the inventors may The" Philadelphia Ledger," in noticing the lution of the sun on its axis, consequently all derive high profits) are the greatest gainers. death of M. Arago, the eminent French philothe planets of our system should rotate round The machine for turning lasts, and the planing sopher, pays a merited tribute to the great ones 
the sun in equal times. If we take a large machine, have saved millions upon millions to of the earth in science and points out the in-NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 12, 1853. 

I ' 
________ � ____________________ � wheel secured on an axis to represent the fluid our country at large. . fluence exerted by so many of them in favor of 

Chemistry of the Universe. rotation of matter described by Prof. Doremus, The number of patents granted lit this Exa- rational freedom, terming that influence" The 
Curiosity is a prominent feature of the human and that composed of a number of concentric miner's desk for the year, was 167; rejected Democracy of Science." This is true. Who 

mind; a strong desire to pry into the unknown rings, to represent the matter of every planet in applicants, 256, or nearly one and a half for did more for the liberties of his country than 
f th f t d th t· h t ' t' f our system, the outermost ring will pass through d th t t f A  . h'l h F k o e u ure an e pas , IS c arac ens 10 0 every one grante , -being much less than Ex- e grea es 0 mencan p 1 osop ers- ran -

all men. Subjects which must remain a myste- more space in a given time than the interior aminer Renwick, whose rejections were as three lin? Watt and many other great men were also 
ry to man are the very ones which engage the one, but it must make a revolution in the same to one. The chemical department is under distinguished for liberal principles; but above 
most discussion, and were it not that science time. To complete the picture, the Professor charge of Prof. Gale, who has expended $500 all, we recognize the '" democracy of Science," . f d d ' t t t bl th should have rotated his globule of oil on a spin- . th b f k d . t t' d IS so 0 ten ragge m 0 suppor un ena e e- personally for testing chemical improvements; m e a sence 0 ran an ans ocra 10 es-
ories, we would never notice such effusions of die unconfined in a jar of water, for no such he asks for I>n appropriation for a chemical ap- cent, in almost every one of those men whose 
lecture, epistle, or debate. On the evening of vessel we presume was employed to confine the paratus for the Patent Office, as his is in his I discoveries in science, whose inventions in me-

fluid of our universe. I h' d h k f the 24th ult., Prof. Doremus, of this city, deli- own house, and the time devoted by him to such c amcs, an w ose wor s o  art, have crown-
vered an able lecture in the Hall of the Medical The chemical theory is worse still, for al- experiments, is extra hours. We hope the ap-l ed the countries which gave them birth with 
College, to demonstrate, chemically, the manner though there is latent heat in the gases, no one propriation will be made, for we believe,' immortal honor-Copernicus, Kepler, Newton, 
in which our planet and the universe came into can be deprived of that heat unless by transfer. with him, that many patents for chemi- D'Alembert, Davy, Cuvier, LinnalUs, Whitney, 
existence. Adopting the nebulous theory of Now this could not take place by any known cal improvements have been refused with- and a host of other great ones of all _nations, 
La Place, he laid down three propositions, viz., law, if all the matter of th

.
e u�iverse wa� in a out full and satisfactory reasons for such re jec. were men of low degree. Among the living, 

that this earth was first in a gaseous state, state �f gas. The law
. 
of dIffuSIOn bel�ngmg to tions. The least improvement in chemistry, science claims her noblest sons from the lower 

then fluid, then solid. To prove this, he said, ,gases IS opposed to
. 
thIS theory, were It not 80, , whereby a new manufacture.is produced, should and the middle ranks. In our own country, 

our planet was round, a form assumed by all - we ;oul� have no he
.
n on the atmosph:re fo: a 'I never be rejected. A new and very simple II this is particularly true, and cannot be other

fluids when rotated, but not by a gas, nor a so- day 8 eXIstence. It IS composed of a hght and combination of old materials, frequently produ- wise; we can point with pride, to Hare, Henry, 
lid. This was a very good argument for the a heavy gas; the heat of one by no natural law, ces very important results. It is stated that Silliman, Maury, Smith, citizen Agassiz, and 
previous fluid state of our globe. But how Cl>n be transferred to t�e other nor separa.ted. the number of chemical applications, have many others; in England there is J<'arraday, Sir 
came it to be in a fluid state? He assumed If the nebular hypotheSIS were tru�, the mtro- greatly increased over former years, and no less D avid Brewster, Stephenson, Owen, Miller, and 
that its first state must have been gaseous; that gen (N14) of the atmosphere would he on the sur- than forty-eight chemical patents were granted a host of others; in fact we do not know a 
is, that all the metals, gold, platina, rhodium, face of our planet, and the oxygen (08) would in 1852. With a number of these we have! scientific man by descent, among all the aristo
lime, magnesia, and the whole fifty-nine solid lie and revolve on the top of it, in short, there been well acquainted, as they were obtained cracy except, Lord Ross, who is an honor to his 
and fluid substances, of which this earth is com- would be no living thing on this globe. The through our agency-a practical acquaintance class. 

II posed, were in a state of gas. But how came only way whereby the rotary movement of the with chemistry, as applied to the different Science, also, as if to mock the claims of 
they to be in a state of gas? He nevel' went earth could be produced, as stated by ''ihe Pro- arts, having been our occupation for I> number learning as well as noble birth, often selects her 

I I behind this question, the most difficult of all to fessor, by the streams "flowing to a common of years. The leading features of some of the brightest gems, from the self -taught and the III answer, and from the present state of chemis- i center," would be by the funny theory of a hole chemical patents, we present, knowing they are II lowest of the lowly. Hind, the young astrono-
try he could not answer it, for there are but I through �he center .of the eart� spoken Of

. 
by of much interest to all our readers-as chemis- mer, who has recently made so many dis coveI i very few substances which can be reduced to I Maupertms for the tIdes to run m and the tIdes try, above all sciences, is entwined around every' ries among the asteroids, received but a com

I 1 gas' therefore the conclusion "they never to run out, then roll and run on the surface branch of' art and manufacture. A patent mon school education. Very few of our great III, wer� gaseous,',' must hold good: until it is dis- about-a theory just about as conclusive and granted for manufacturing paraffine, consists inventors have been favored with more than 
sensible as the one we reviewed last week res- -I 'I proved. But allowing,. for arguments sake, in distilling bituminous coal in a retort at a an ordinary education. It has been said that 

that the whole materials of which this universe pecting the tides. Men of science in present- very low red heat; the products a,;.e received "while the sages of Cambridge in England, 
I I is composed, were once in a state of gas, how ing any theory should never hide a single into a worm kept at 55° Fah., and the liquid is were evolving some problems in mathematics, 
�i I came this gas to be resolved into a fluid state? known fact opposed to it; to do so is degrading purified by sulphuric acid and soda in succes- the sages of the machine shop invented the :'1 Prof. Doremus performed a numbet· of experi- science to individual whim and cOl\ceit. - sion. One granted for a new CQment consists spinning frame, the steam engine, the steam
Ii ments, such as igniting antimony in chlorine The object of all investigation in philosophy in mixing in water half a bushel of fine slacked boat, the locomotive, the nail, the gun stock, 

I
.! gas, to show that there was a great amount of should be truth, the whole truth, and nothing lime with one-fiftieth of its quantity of powdered '[ the pin machine, &c." We do not make these 111'1 

latent heat in gases, and asserted that "when but the truth. Of • _ • .. 
I resin. This answers well for a hydraulic ce- remarks to disparage a collegiate education, for 

the universe was in a gaseous state, the light Patent OlUce Report for 1852 ••• No. 3. ment when mixed with sand. -A patent for a we believe that those men who have become 

I 
and heat-imponderables-which it possessed, EXAMINER GALE: ,VALUE OF PATENTs-The new burning fluid consists in mixing two mea- great, independent of such an education, might 
were in a latent state, and by the combinations Report of this Examiner, for 1852, contains sures of alcohol with one of benzole in one have become greater, had they been favored in 
of these gases light and heat were evolved, not some very extraordinary announcements res- measure of water, and agitating them violently. their early years with better educational advan
created." But the Professor, instead of offer- pecting the value of patents, the facts mention- Sponges placed in a suitable vessel are charged tages. In this opinion, however, we have an 
ing proof how these gases came into a fluid ed bei\Ig obtained, no doubt, from the most re- with this mixture, and air being forced through opponent of no less authority than Sir Walter 
state, jumped at the following conclusion-the liable of all sources-documents of sale. It them and out of a burner, carries along the va- Scott, who asserted that a classical education 
easiest way to get rid of the difficulty. "Mat- " 'f" h pOl' of the combustible compound, which burns would have clipped the genius of both Shaks-says, a patent, 1 It IS wort anything, when 
tel', in a gaseous form, when deprived of its la- properly managed, is worth, and can be easily when ignited. This is the" Paine Light" No. peare and Burns. 
tent heat, assumes the liquid form. Into this sold for from fifty to sixty thou,and dollars. 2: the first was to burn water-this to burn "Fair Science," in selecting so many orna
then let us suppose the universe was brought. These rema'rks only apply to patents of minor air. The sea still flows and the wind still blows. ments of our race, from among the less wealthy 
Streams of matter, all flowing to a common cen- or ordinary value, they do not include such as A patent ·was granted for a new soap, the in- classes, thereby weakens the power and tames 
tel', beget a rotary movement; set a liquid the telegraph, the planing machine, and the gredients being kaolin, ammonia, and the com- the pride of those who trust in riches and boast 
globe rotating on its axi,s and what results."- india rubber patents which are worth millions mon substances of which is soap is composed ; of blood ; and blind indeed' must that man be, 
He answered this query by causing a large each. A man obtained a patent for a slight all mixed up in the soap boiler. This applica- who cannot see that such an infl.uence tends to 
globe of oil to rotate in a jar of water around improvement in straw cutters, took a model of tion was rejected at first, the reason given was, elevate the lowly and deserving workers in ma
an iron rod passing through its center, when his machine through the Western States, and that the claim was based on a principle at va- chine shop and factory; in short, that Science is 
the oil became flattened at its poles. He then after a tour of eight months, returned with for- riance with the chemical knowledge of the Pa- Democratic. 
said, "by giving a great velocity to the ty thousand dollars in cash, or its equivalent. tent Office. It was however granted freely and -- ----+-------

oil, it would become a ring, and if it Another inventor obtained an extension of a with excelieDt. grace, when it was shown that it Electro Magnetic Engine. 

would break it would gather into globes and fly patent for a machine to thresh corn and clean accorded with discoveries pointed out by Lie- We called a few evenings since to see Profes -
round the center. If it also were possible to grain, and sold it in the course of about fifteen big in his work on Organic Chemistry. A pa- SOl' Vergnes' new Electro Magnetic Engine, for 
overcome the attraction of gravitation, and dif- months, for sixty thousand dollars. A thirdob- tent was granted for an excellent enamel for which a patent was granted last year, (1852.) 
ferent liquids were to be taken, such as one of t ' d f . ,  f earthenware, consisting of glass one part, lime We think from what we saw of it that it was ame a patent or a prmter s ink, re used fifty mercury for the center, that covered with oil, thousand dollars, for it, and finally sold it for one fourth, common salt one-eighth, by weight. 
then another of alcohol, and these set revolving about sixty thousand dollars. These are ordi- These are thoroughly pulverized and ground up 
around a common axis, the lightest fluid would nary cases of minor invention, of which hun- together, with sufficient water to make them of 
be formed into a ring, the denser keep the center, dreds go out of the Patent Office every year. a cream-like consistence, when it is put on the 
and the rest be broken into globes or rings. This Experience shows that the most profitable pa- ware with a brush, and expoBed to heat in an 
symbolizes our planetary system; the sun in tents are those which do not contain much real enameller's furnace. This avoids the use of 
the center, the farthest planets broken into such a bad substance as lead. Another patent invention; these, by multiplication (in the more satellites than those that are nearer the was granted for coating iron with copper, and things produced) cause number to make up for 
center, the earth four times denser than Jupi
piter ; Saturn surrounded with rings, and all the 
planets and satellites moving in the same plane." 
This is a beautiful theory, but it is neither 
founded on chemical nor astronomical facts. If 
all the planets and their satelites were once uni
ted-a revolving fluid mass-and the planets 
were tnrown off from one axis, then the satel
lites thrown from their planets, all would still 
be moving with the same velocity, and in the 
same direction; but inst�ad of this being true, 
the satellites of Uranus move in a contrary direc
tion, notin the same plane of that planet; this one 
fact destroys the theory. Another is, if thiij 

the smallness of the profit in the individual consists in cleaning the iron well, then coating 
case." it with salammoniac in solution; then dipping 

These statem�nts, coming from the Patent 
Office, confirm a truth often asserted, that pa
tents, when properly managed, are the best 
species of property in our country; and why 
not? A very small improvement on a threshing 
machine, straw cutter, printer's ink, II lock or 
key, or whatever it may be, while it may have 
added but a very small increase to the price
say one-tenth-has enhanced the value ten-fold 
to the bnyer or user. This was the case with 
Watt's great improvement of the steam engine, 
the vulcanizing of gum elastic, and a thousand 

it in a bath of molten zinc, and from that into 
a bath of molten copper, and holding it therein 
until it ceases hissing. It is then withdrawn 
and cooled, when it is found coated with cop
per. The surface of the molten zinc, and the 
molten copper is covered with pounded glass. 

We have thus briefly noticed, presenting 
the substance clearly, some of the chemical pa
tents issued from the desk of Examiner Gale, and 
will notice the Agricultural Pa ten ts nex t week, 
as we have not room to do so in this nnmber of 
the Sdentifia American. 
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far superior to any other that we have examined 
except Page's, and we are inclined to think it 
may be superior to his. Unlike most machines 
of its class, it can be constructed of any size, 
and the large machine will still have a p ropor
tiona te power to the model. We shall examine 
this machine again and inform our readers of the 
result. 

PRIZES!! PRIZES!! 
The following Splendid Prizes will be given for the 

largest list of mail subscribers to the Scientific American, 

sent in by the first of January next: 

$100 for the largest list. $30 for the 7th largest list. 

$75 for the 2d largest list. $25 for the 8th ditto 

$50 for the 3d ditto $20 for the 9th ditto 

$45for the 4th ditto $15 for the 10th ditto 

$40 for the 5th ditto $10 for the nth ditto 

$35 for the 6th ditto $5 for the 12th ditto 

The' cash will be paid to the order of the successful 

competitors immediately after J a.nuary 1st, 1854. 

These prizes are worthy of an honorable and energetic 

competition, and we hope our readers will not let an op· 

portunity so favorable pass without attention. 

PI'" For Terms see Prospectus on the last palla. 
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